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Madres Unidas | Mothers United
offers moms a safe space to grow

1 innovative service model
emphasizing self-efficacy
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Mothers and children in Madres Unidas with FLE staff
member Maryann Perez (center).

“Madres Unidas” (Mothers United), is one of
several programs Family Life Education (FLE)
offers moms in our community. The goal of this
free, interactive program is to help these moms
to become more confident and effective parents
by teaching them to be more “present” with
their children amid the demands of their busy
days. During the group sessions, instructors
teach and coach participants ways to manage
day-to-day struggles of parenting and juggle
their time so that they can maintain quality
time with their children.

For more information on Madres Unidas or
any of our other programs for parents, visit
familylifeedu.org or contact (860)231-7744.
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Madres Unidas is a safe and compassionate
space where participants are supported and
soon come to understand that regardless of
their age, race, or native country, everyone
desires the same things for their children:
success, health, and joy.
During the ongoing Madres Unidas sessions,
parents are taught to create and deliver
presentations to the group on topics of interest.
This experience further supports their growth
as mothers and women ultimately leading them
to finding their voice and becoming productive
members of the community.
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